Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In the absence so far of any experimental indications of supersymmetry (SUSY) \[[@CR1]--[@CR9]\], nor any clear theoretical guidance how SUSY may be broken, the building of models and the exploration of phenomenological constraints on them  \[[@CR10]--[@CR17]\] have adopted a range of assumptions. One point of view has been to consider the simple parametrization of soft SUSY breaking in which the gaugino and scalar masses, as well as the trilinear soft SUSY-breaking parameters, are all constrained to be universal at the SUSY GUT scale (the CMSSM \[[@CR10]--[@CR13], [@CR18]--[@CR45]\]). An alternative point of view has been to discard all universality assumptions, and treat the soft SUSY-breaking parameters as all independent phenomenological quantities (the pMSSM  \[[@CR15], [@CR46]--[@CR64]\]), imposing diagonal mass matrices and the minimal flavour violation (MFV) criterion. Intermediate between these extremes, models with one or two non-universal soft SUSY-breaking contributions to Higgs masses (the NUHM1 \[[@CR10]--[@CR13], [@CR65]--[@CR69]\] and NUHM2 \[[@CR14], [@CR67]--[@CR71]\]) have also been considered.

It is interesting to explore also models that are less simplified than the CMSSM, but not as agnostic as the pMSSM, in that they incorporate a limited number of simplifying assumptions. GUTs motivate the assumption that the gaugino masses are universal, and constraints on flavour-changing neutral interactions suggest that the soft SUSY-breaking masses for scalars with identical quantum numbers are also universal. However, there is no compelling phenomenological reason why the soft SUSY-breaking masses for scalars with different quantum numbers should be universal.

Specific GUTs may also provide some guidance in this respect. For example, in an SO(10) GUT the scalar masses of all particles in a given generation belonging to a single $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {10}$$\end{document}$ of SO(10) and break electroweak symmetry, as in the NUHM1. In contrast, the SU(5) framework is less restrictive, allowing different masses for scalars in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{\mathbf{5}}}$$\end{document}$ Higgs representations. Thus it is a 1-parameter extension of the NUHM2. In this paper we explore the theoretical, phenomenological, experimental and cosmological constraints on this SU(5)-based SUSY GUT model.

This relaxation of universality is relevant for the evaluation of several different constraints from both the LHC and elsewhere. For example, the most powerful LHC constraints on the CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 are those from the classic searches \[[@CR1]--[@CR3], [@CR6]--[@CR8]\]. These constrain principally the right-handed squarks, whose decays are dominated by the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{\mathbf{5}}}$$\end{document}$ representations, with independent soft SUSY-breaking masses. Hence the impacts of the LHC and other constraints need to be re-evaluated.

The possible difference between the soft SUSY-breaking contributions to the masses of the squarks appearing in a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{{\tilde{u}_R}, {\tilde{c}_R}}$$\end{document}$ are much smaller than the other squark masses, leading to another type of compressed spectrum.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}

In principle, the constraints from flavour observables may also act differently when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another experimental constraint whose interpretation may be affected by the non-universality of scalar masses is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we recall that in large parts of the regions of the CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 parameter spaces favoured at the 68% CL the relic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our analysis of the available experimental constraints largely follows those in our previous studies of other variants of the MSSM \[[@CR10]--[@CR17]\], the main new feature being that we incorporate the constraints based on the preliminary results from LHC searches for jets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\tilde{g}}\gg m_{\tilde{q}}$$\end{document}$ and vice versa. We also include the preliminary constraints from LHC searches in 13-TeV data for the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons and long-lived charged particles, and incorporate in combination the recent PandaX \[[@CR83]\] and LUX \[[@CR84]\] data.

The SUSY SU(5) GUT model we study is set up in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, and our implementations of constraints and analysis procedure are summarized in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. Section [4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} describes how we characterize different Dark Matter (DM) mechanisms, including the novel $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Supersymmetric SU(5) GUT model {#Sec2}
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We assume a universal, SU(5)-invariant gaugino mass parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We assume the conventional multiplet assignments of matter fields in the minimal superymmetric GUT:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i = 1, 2, 3$$\end{document}$ is a generation index. The only relevant Yukawa couplings are those of the third generation, particularly that of the *t* quark (and possibly the *b* quark and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ lepton) that may play an important role in generating electroweak symmetry breaking. In our discussion of flavour constraints, we assume the MFV scenario in which generation mixing is described by the Cabibbo--Kobayashi--Maskawa (CKM) model. This is motivated by phenomenological constraints on low-energy flavour-changing neutral interactions, as is our assumption that the soft SUSY-breaking scalar masses for the different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We assume the existence of two Higgs doublets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ lepton \[[@CR85]--[@CR87]\], but not for the lighter charge −1/3 quarks and charged leptons. We assume that whatever physics resolves this issue is irrelevant for our analysis, as would be the case, for instance, if corrections to the naive SU(5) mass relations were generated by higher-dimensional superpotential terms \[[@CR88]\]. In the absence of any phenomenological constraints, we allow the soft SUSY-breaking contributions to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition to these electroweak Higgs representations, we require one or more Higgs representations to break the SU(5) GUT symmetry. The minimal possibility is a single $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Implementations of constraints and analysis procedure {#Sec3}
=====================================================

Our treatments in this paper of many of the relevant constraints follow very closely the implementations in our previous analyses of other supersymmetric models \[[@CR10]--[@CR16]\]. For the convenience of the reader, we summarise the constraints in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In the following subsections we review our implementations, highlighting new constraints and instances where we implement constraints differently from our previous work.

Electroweak and flavour constraints {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------
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Higgs constraints {#Sec5}
-----------------
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LHC constraints at 13 TeV {#Sec6}
-------------------------
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In addition, within the 95% CL region in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} we have indicated the dominant ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} contains an analogous set of planes for CMS searches for squarks, where the CMS limit assuming a simplified model with heavy gluino and 100% BRs for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Constraints on long-lived charged particles {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------

We also include in our analysis LHC constraints from searches for heavy long-lived charged particles (HLCP) that are, in general, relevant to coannihilation regions where the mass difference between the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) and the next-to-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP) may be small and the NLSP may therefore be long-lived. As we discuss below, important roles are played in our analysis by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Constraints on heavy neutral Higgs bosons from Run II {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------------------

Concerning the production of heavy neutral Higgs bosons, in addition to the 8 TeV constraints on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Other constraints {#Sec9}
-----------------

The most important other constraint update is that on spin-independent DM scattering. We incorporate in our global fit the recent result published by the PandaX-II experiment \[[@CR83]\], which we combine with the new result from the LUX Collaboration \[[@CR84]\], as discussed in more detail in Sect. [8](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}.

For the electroweak observables we use FeynWZ \[[@CR97], [@CR98]\], and for the flavour constraints we use SuFla \[[@CR122], [@CR123]\]. For the Higgs observables, we use FeynHiggs 2.11.2  \[[@CR109]--[@CR115]\] (including the updates discussed in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}), HiggsBounds 4.3.1 \[[@CR133], [@CR138]--[@CR140]\] and HiggsSignals 1.4.0 \[[@CR136], [@CR137]\]. We calculate the sparticle spectrum using SoftSusy 3.3.10 \[[@CR151]\] and sparticle decays using SDECAY 1.3b \[[@CR152]\] and StauDecay 0.1 \[[@CR82]\]. The DM density and scattering rate are calculated using micrOMEGAs 3.2 \[[@CR128]\] and SSARD \[[@CR129]\], respectively. Finally, we use SLHALib 2.2 \[[@CR153], [@CR154]\] to interface the different codes.

Sampling procedure {#Sec10}
------------------
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We sample this parameter space using MultiNest v2.18 \[[@CR156]--[@CR158]\], dividing the seven-dimensional parameter space into 108 boxes, as also described in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. This has two advantages: it enables us to run MasterCode on many nodes in parallel, and it enables us to probe more efficiently for local features in the likelihood function. For each box, we choose a prior such that 80% of the sample has a flat distribution within the nominal range, while 20% of the sample is in normally distributed tails outside the box. Our resultant total sample overlaps smoothly between boxes, avoiding any spurious features at the box boundaries. The total number of points in our sample is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Dark matter mechanisms {#Sec11}
======================

The relic density of the LSP, assumed here to be the lightest neutralino, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\tilde{\chi }^{0}_{1}}$$\end{document}$ compatible with the LHC search limits and other constraints on these models. Instead, there has to be some extra mechanism for suppressing the LSP density. Examples include enhanced, rapid annihilation through direct-channel resonances such as *Z*, *h*, *H* / *A*. Another possibility is coannihilation with some other, almost-degenerate sparticle species  \[[@CR18], [@CR159]--[@CR162]\]: candidates for the coannihilating species identified in previous studies include the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(m_{10}, m_{1/2})$$\end{document}$ plane (*right panel*) in the SUSY SU(5) GUT model. The best-fit point is shown as a *green star*, the *red contour* surrounds the 68% CL region, and the *blue contour* surrounds the 95% CL region. The *coloured shadings* represent the dominant DM mechanisms, as indicated in the *lower panel* and described in the text

We introduced in \[[@CR16]\] measures on the sparticle mass parameters that quantify the mass degeneracies relevant to the above-mentioned coannihilation and rapid annihilation processes, of which the following are relevant to our analysis of the SUSY SU(5) GUT model[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"}:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {{\tilde{\tau }}_1} \mathrm{~coann.~(pink):} \left( \frac{m_{{\tilde{\tau }}_1}}{m_{\tilde{\chi }^{0}_{1}}} - 1 \right)&< 0.15, \nonumber \\ \tilde{\chi }^{\pm }_{1} \mathrm{~coann.~(green):} \left( \frac{m_{\tilde{\chi }^{\pm }_{1}}}{m_{\tilde{\chi }^{0}_{1}}} - 1 \right)&< 0.1, \nonumber \\ A/H \mathrm{~funnel~(pale~blue):} \left| \frac{M_A}{m_{\tilde{\chi }^{0}_{1}}} - 2 \right|&< 0.4. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We also indicate above the colour codes used in subsequent figures to identify regions where each of these degeneracy conditions applies. We have verified in a previous study \[[@CR16]\] that CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 points that satisfy the DM density constraint fulfill one or more of the mass-degeneracy conditions, and that they identify correctly the mechanisms that yield the largest fractions of final states, which are usually $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In much of the region satisfying the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As we discuss in this paper, a novel possibility in the SU(5) SUSY GUT is coannihilation with right-handed up-type squarks, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also distinguish in this analysis 'hybrid' regions where the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec12}
=======

Parameter planes {#Sec13}
----------------

We display in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} features of the global $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(m_{10}, m_{1/2})$$\end{document}$ plane (right panel), profiled over the other model parameters.[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"} Here and in subsequent parameter planes, the best-fit point is shown as a green star, the 68% CL regions are surrounded by red contours, and the 95% CL regions are surrounded by blue contours (as mentioned above, we use the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta \chi ^2 = 5.99$$\end{document}$ contours as proxies for the boundaries of the 68 and 95% CL regions in the fit). The regions inside the 95% CL contours are shaded according to the dominant DM mechanisms discussed in the previous section, see the criteria ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}, [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}, [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). In the (relatively limited) unshaded regions there is no single dominant DM mechanism.
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The best-fit point and much of the 68% CL region lie within the pink shaded region where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One-dimensional likelihood functions {#Sec14}
====================================
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As already noted, a novel feature of the SUSY SU(5) GUT model with ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have checked specifically whether this strip is allowed by the available LHC constraints. To this end, we verified using the Atom simulation code that points along this strip are consistent with the published constraints from the LHC 8-TeV data. We have also checked that this strip is consistent with the preliminary simplified-model search for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we comment on the impact of the constraints from mono-jet searches \[[@CR175]--[@CR177]\]. These searches are designed to be sensitive to the highly compressed mass region by limiting the multiplicity of the high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 11The spectrum at the best-fit point in the SUSY SU(5) GUT model. Decay branching ratios (BRs) exceeding 20% are denoted by *dashed lines*, which are thicker for more important BRs Fig. 12The one-dimensional 68 and 95% CL ranges of masses we obtain for the current fit in the supersymmetric SU(5) model, shown in dark and light orange, respectively. The best-fit point is represented by blue lines

Another novel feature of the SUSY SU(5) GUT model is visible in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. Having $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now discuss the one-dimensional likelihood functions for electroweak precision observables and observables in the flavour sector shown in Fig. [18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"}, together with the current experimental measurements and their uncertainties shown as dotted grey lines. The upper left panel displays $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Higgs branching ratios {#Sec15}
======================

We present in Fig. [19](#Fig19){ref-type="fig"} the one-dimensional likelihood functions for the ratios of supersymmetric SU(5) and SM predictions for the BRs of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison with previous results {#Sec16}
================================

In previous papers we have studied the CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 using the LHC 8-TeV results and earlier DM scattering constraints. None of these models are directly comparable to the supersymmetric SU(5) model studied here, which has four different soft SUSY-beaking scalar mass parameters, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [20](#Fig20){ref-type="fig"} compares the one-dimensional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{{\tilde{\tau }}_1}$$\end{document}$ (lower right) found in the SU(5) model including LHC 13-TeV constraints (solid blue lines) with the restricted fake NUHM2 sample (solid grey lines) and, for comparison, results from our previous NUHM2 analysis that used only the LHC 7- and 8-TeV constraints (dashed grey lines) \[[@CR14]\]. We see here and in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} that the restricted 'fake' NUHM2 sample exhibits, in general, best-fit masses that are similar to those found in the full SU(5) sample. The most noticeable differences are that lower masses are disfavoured in the restricted sample relative those in the full SU(5) model, indicating that the latter has some limited ability to relax the NUHM2 lower bounds on sparticle masses, e.g., at the 95% CL. The previous NUHM2 analysis \[[@CR14]\] also yielded similar best-fit masses but, as could be expected, gave 95% CL lower limits on sparticle masses that were further relaxed. Similar features can also be observed in Figs. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}, [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}, [18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"} and [19](#Fig19){ref-type="fig"}, where we have also included the 'fake' NUHM2 subsample.

Restricting further our SU(5) to mimic the NUHM1, let alone the CMSSM, is not useful because of the increased sampling uncertainties in such restricted samples. However, we showed in \[[@CR14]\] that our NUHM2 LHC 7- and 8-TeV results for the exhibited sparticle masses were broadly similar to those for the NUHM1 and the CMSSM \[[@CR13]\], and we expect the impacts of the LHC 13-TeV data on these models to be comparable to that in the NUHM2.

Finally, we ask whether or not there is a significant improvement in the SU(5) fit compared to that in the NUHM2 subsample, thanks to the additional parameter ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi ^2$$\end{document}$ probability is 11%. According to the Wilks test \[[@CR181]\], the probability that the data are represented better by the SU(5) model than by the NUHM2 subsample is 50%, while the *F* test \[[@CR182]\] yields a 40% probability. Therefore we conclude that there is no evidence that the extra parameter of SU(5) provides a significant improvement.
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The upper right plot of Fig. [21](#Fig21){ref-type="fig"} compares the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The lower panels of Fig. [21](#Fig21){ref-type="fig"} display the regions of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Direct dark matter detection {#Sec18}
============================

As already mentioned, the PandaX-II experiment \[[@CR83]\] has recently published results from its first 98.7 days of data, which currently provide the most stringent upper limits on the spin-independent DM scattering cross section on protons, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ^\mathrm{SI}_p$$\end{document}$, as described in \[[@CR16]\], to constrain the SUSY SU(5) GUT parameter space. This constraint has been used in obtaining the global fit whose results we have presented in the previous Sections. Here we discuss the future prospects for direct DM detection in light of our global fit.Fig. 22The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(m_{\tilde{\chi }^{0}_{1}}, \sigma ^\mathrm{SI}_p)$$\end{document}$ plane in the SUSY SU(5) GUT model. The *solid green line* is the 95% CL upper limit from the XENON100 experiment, and the *dashed black solid line* is the new 95% CL upper limit from the LUX experiment. The *solid black line* shows the 95% CL exclusion contour for our combination of the PandaX-II and LUX experiments, the *solid purple line* shows the projected 95% exclusion sensitivity of the LUX-Zeplin (LZ) experiment, the *solid* and *dashed blue lines* show the projected 95% sensitivities of the XENON1T and XENONnT experiments, respectively, and the *dashed orange line* shows the astrophysical neutrino 'floor', below which astrophysical neutrino backgrounds dominate (*yellow region*). The other *line colours* and *shadings* within the 68 and 95% CL regions are the same as in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}

Figure [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"} displays our results for the SUSY SU(5) GUT model in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also display in Fig. [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"} the projected 95% exclusion sensitivity of the future LUX-Zeplin (LZ) and XENONnT experiments (solid purple and dashed blue lines respectively) \[[@CR193], [@CR194]\], and the astrophysical neutrino 'floor' (dashed orange line) \[[@CR195], [@CR196]\], below which astrophysical neutrino backgrounds dominate (yellow region). We see that much of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary and conclusions {#Sec19}
=======================

We have explored in this paper the experimental, phenomenological, astrophysical and cosmological constraints on the minimal SUSY SU(5) GUT model. In this scenario the GUT-scale universal soft SUSY-breaking scalar mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In general we observe that many best-fit values of the coloured particles are within the reach of the HL-LHC, but that the preferred regions clearly extend beyond the reach of the final stage of the LHC. On the other hand, the best-fit masses of some electroweakly interacting particles are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have also highlighted the possibility that a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, one experimental signature that is shared by the SUSY SU(5) GUT model and GUT-universal models is the possible appearance of a long-lived (metastable) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The prospects for direct DM detection are mixed: they are relatively good in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This possibility has also been noted in a supersymmetric SO(10) GUT framework \[[@CR73]\].

We note that this problem becomes less severe for supersymmetry-breaking scales beyond a TeV \[[@CR69]\].

We use a modified version of FeynHiggs 2.11.2 that includes two-loop QCD corrections in the evaluation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One could be concerned that summing up the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A similar recasting method was used in \[[@CR149]\]. See also \[[@CR150]\] for another approach using simplified-model topologies.

A more conservative approach would be to choose the strongest search channel based on the expected sensitivity rather than that observed. However, the expected limit shown in \[[@CR134]\] is similar to that observed, so we do not expect that this approach would lead to a significant change.

We note that the focus-point mechanism \[[@CR163]--[@CR168]\] does not play a role in the SU(5) model.

We have used Matplotlib \[[@CR170]\] and PySLHA \[[@CR171]\] to plot the results of our analysis.

The SLHA files for the best-fit point and other supplementary material can be found in \[[@CR17]\].

An SLHA file corresponding to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The RGE evolution of the Yukawa couplings blows up for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We note, however, that this constraint might weaken with a larger parameter sample.
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For conditions to have a long-lived $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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